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I

INTRODUCTION

The importance of the conformationai
flexibility of biopolymers in terms of
their functions is gaining recognition.
The central cellular functions of replication, transcription, and translation quite plausibly involve distortion
of the conformation of DNA and RNA.*

"Abbreviations used are: DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; RNA, ribonucleic acid:
p o l y ( l ) , polyinosinic acid; p o l y ( C ) ,
polycytidy1ic acid; poly(G), polyguanylic acid; p o l y ( U ) , polyuridylic acid;
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All of the different steps in these
processes
involving nucleic
acids,
including control steps, require recognition of unique sites on the nucleic
acids, which may be short-lived. T h e
packaging of polynuc1eotides into compact forms in chromatin, ribosomes, and
viruses involves folding of the nucleic
acids.
These and other observations
indicate that the deformation of polynucieotide
structure is
intimately
related to the biological role of
nuc1e i c acids.

CSA, chemical anisotropy.

In recent
years the
scientific
community has had available a static
picture of nucleic acids provided primarily by x-ray diffraction studies
supplemented by spectroscopic investigations, chiefly NMR.
Since NMR is
well-suited for study of dynamic processes, it should be a primary tool in
the development of a motion picture of
the flexibility of nucleic acids.
Several experimental
investigations
of the conformational flexibility of
nucleic acids have been carried out.
Hydrodynamic
studies indicate
that
double-stranded
nucleic acids
with
chain lengths greater than 50° A* (150
base pairs, 10 5 daltons) are neither
freely flexible random coils nor completely stiff rods (1-3)Rather, the
semiflexible double-stranded
nucleic
acids are. often described as wormlike
chains {h) .
Motions
which permit
exchange of the hydrogen-bonded protons
of polynucleotides have been studied by
tritium exchange (5.6) and,
in more
detail, by NMR (7,8).
These methods
are useful for assessing the availability of ami no and imino protons to aqueous solvent on the time scale of milliseconds to seconds for NMR and of many
seconds
to
minutes
for
tritium
exchange. Temperature jump experiments
monitoring various physical properties
have yielded information regarding the
rate of base pair formation, which is
in the time scale of milliseconds (3).
Assuming
that intercalated
dyes
reflect the motional
properties of
nucleic acids, it has been possible to
obtain motional information from ESR
and from fluorescence decay. The decay
of the fluorescence anisotropy of ethidiurn bound to DNA has implied substantial local motion of the bases exists
on the time scale of tens of nanoseconds (9.10) • Motion in that same time
range has been found via ESR for spinlabeled acridine dyes bound to DNA
(11).
Recent theoretical calculations also
pertain to motions in nucleic acids.
Barkley and Zimm (10)
have developed
dynamical
equations describing
the
bending and twisting of elastic chain
macromolecules.
From
a completely
120

different viewpoint, Levitt (12) has
used empirical energy functions to calculate the energy for bending DNA.
Further calculations
have indicated
that the ribose in polyribonuc1eotides
is conformational1y flexible (13)Although these other techniques have
indicated that nucleic acids are not
the static structures depicted in biochemistry textbooks,
NMR relaxation
experiments are especially suitable for
investigating nucleic acid motions in
the 1 0 " 1 1 to 10~ 5 s time range; consequently, NMR studies are providing considerable information about the local
conformationa1 flexibility in nucleic
acids.
This review examines the contributions of NMR
to knowledge of
nucleic acid dynamics.
Of prime consideration are structural variations,
environment, drug binding, and binding
of proteins in functional nucleic acid
complexes.
The reader is referred to
the
literature for
recent
useful
reviews pertaining to
nucleic acid
structure and
interactions
(1^,15).
including drug binding (16).

II.

BASIS FOR USING
NMR
NUCLEIC ACID MOTIONS

TO

STUDY

The following discussion is concerned with the means by which one can
extract information about motions in
nucleic acids
from NMR
relaxation
parameter measurements.
The various
potential motions in nucleic acids will
be considered. Those complications and
limitations which are apparent in this
early stage of such studies will be
ci ted.

A.
1.

Relaxation Parameters

Motions in nucleic acids produce
random, fluctuating magnetic and electric fields, some of which may influence the relaxation of nuclei on the
nucleic acid which are interacting with
the fluctuating fields.
Depending on
the
prevalent
nuclear
relaxation
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parameters
to
spectral
densities
Jn(a>)
which
contain the motional
information. Although other relaxation
m e c h a n i s m s m a y be important, for illustrative purposes w e c a n consider in
m o r e detail
the dipolar
r e l a x a t i o n of
nuclei (other than hydrogen) w h i c h a r e
coupled to hydrogen n u c l e i ; such relaxation is very
important for 1 3 C , 3 1 P ,
15
19
N,
and
F.
In this c a s e , t h e
e x p r e s s i o n s for the s p i n - l a t t i c e relaxation time ( T O ,
spin-spin r e l a x a t i o n
time ( T 2 ) ,
nuclear Overhauser
effect
( N O E ) , * rotating
frame
spin-lattice
r e l a x a t i o n time in an o f f - r e s o n a n c e rf
field ( T l p o f f ) ,
and o f f - r e s o n a n c e
intensity ratio (R)
are g i v e n b y
(17-20)
I/T1 = K[Jo (a>H-U|

|

6J 2 (a>|_j+W|) ]

(1)

1/Tz = I/2T1 + K[2Jo (0)+3Ji
=

(2)

^

NOE = I + (T H /T|)
( [6J 2 (a)^+U!| ) -J 0 (u>^|I [J 0 (tt>^-CO| ) + 3 J 1 (u)| ) + 6 J J (6J|_|+<

(3)

1/T l p o f f = Ksin*0[2Jo(«e) +
(3/2) Ji (u.'H+a>e) +
(3/2)Ji ( w H - « e ) ] + 1/Ti
R = [Jo (w H -wj)+3Ji (a>|) +
6 j 2 (a>n+W|) ] /
[2s i n

+Jo

"Unless specifically stated o t h e r w i s e ,
any m e n t i o n t o NOE in this
review
refers to o b s e r v a t i o n of the h e t e r o n u c l e u s 1 response w h i l e applying
broadband irradiation to all p r o t o n s , e.g.,
the usual
nomenclature
for 1 3 C is
13
a
C{ H} NOE.
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3 J 1 {u> |) + 6 J 2

|) ]

w h e r e K = Nfi2-yH2-/| 2 / 2 0 r '

(5)
(6)

Y H and ->-| are the respective
gyromagnetic ratios of hydrogen and the
nucleus being relaxed,
w^ anc' w l
are the respective angular Larmor frequencies of hydrogen and the relaxing
nucleus, r is the distance between the
nucleus and the hydrogen causing relaxation, N is the number of hydrogen nuclei effecting relaxation,
and Wu is
the linewidth. The other terms are
6 = tan"1

and

(7|Hi/27rv off )

(7)
(8)

w h e r e u>e is the angular
frequency
about t h e e f f e c t i v e field produced by
a p p l i c a t i o n of the rf field Hi at a
Equafrequency "off off-resonance.
o
h
l if
if Hi
H i s appli ed
>
tion h is valid only i.e.
far o f f - r e s o n a n c e ,
T|Hi.
M o s t of the relaxation
parameters
are w e l l - k n o w n
in NMR s p e c t r o s c o p y .
T h e o f f - r e s o n a n c e relaxation p a r a m e t e r s
T o f f and R a r e less familiar
b u t have
been d i s c u s s e d previously ( 1 9 ~ 2 2 ) . T h e
v a l u e of R is o b t a i n e d as the ratio of
the intensity of a resonance in t h e
p r e s e n c e to that in the a b s e n c e of an
o f f - r e s o n a n c e rf f i e l d .
The R value,
as the N O E , is not explicitly d e p e n d e n t
on the internuclear d i s t a n c e r [ v i z .
equat i on 5 3 •
T h e e x p r e s s i o n s given above pertain
to r e l a x a t i o n v i a
dipolar
coupling
between u n l i k e
nuclei.
Similarly,
motional
information can b e obtained
from nuclei relaxing v i a e l e c t r i c q u a d rupolar interactions ( 2 3 . 2 4 ) ,
chemical
shift a n i s o t r o p y ( 2 1 , 2 5 ) . scalar interactions
(23,24,26),
and homonuclear
dipolar c o u p l i n g
(22-24).
From a n
a l t e r n a t i v e v i e w p o i n t , the p o s s i b i l i t y
of d i f f e r e n t m e c h a n i s m s c o n t r i b u t i n g to
the r e l a x a t i o n of a nucleus
presents
considerable
complications
to
the
interpretation of relaxation d a t a . In
this regard, a perfidious m e c h a n i s m is
that of r e l a x a t i o n caused by t h e p r e s ence of p a r a m a g n e t i c ions;
it will b e
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assumed that efforts have been made to
remove any paramagnetic
metal ions
which could contribute to relaxation of
nuclei on nucleic acids.

2.

Spectral
Motions

Densities

and Molecular

The rate of the molecular motion
effecting
relaxation
is
usually
expressed in terms of a correlation
time {2k);
so the spectral densities
may also be expressed in terms of correlation times.
In the simplest case,
i.e., that of random isotropic motion,
the spectral densities are
J n (w)

(9)

where rr is the rotational correlation time.
It should be apparent from
equations 1-5 that the different spectral densities vary in their influence
on the different relaxation parameters.
This is illustrated in Figure 1 for 1 3 C
relaxed by a single proton 1.11 A away
assuming the motion is random and isotropic.
The parameters' obvious 1y vary
in their sensitivity to motions with
different rates which are characterized
by different correlation times.
It is
worth noting at this point that the
parameters are dependent on u according
to equation 9.
so spectrometer frequency is a variable which can be used.
As shown in Figure 1, the off-resonance
parameters are additionally dependent
on the off-resonance frequency, which
also can be a useful variable.
Although some relaxation data for
nucleic acids have been interpreted
assuming the motion contributing to
relaxation is simple isotropic motion,
it is usually necessary to consider the
motion of nucleic acids as being more
complicated. The usual procedure is to
calculate spectral densities, and subsequently relaxation parameters, using
various reasonable
motional models.
The measured relaxation parameters are
compared with the calculated values to
see if the model can fit the data.
Such a procedure will not necessarily
122

produce a unique model; however, use of
as many relaxation parameters as possible measured at different spectrometer
frequencies severely
constrains the
possible motional models which will fit
the data. To further clarify the type,
amplitude, and frequency of motion, the
results from several nuclei on the
nucleic would need to be consistent.
We can consider the form of the
spectral densities for some of the possible motional models.
Some of the
models yield sufficiently simple mathematical expressions that equations will
be given.
The possible use of more
sophisticated models will be considered
with reference to the literature for
the details.
The simplest model, that
of random,
isotropic
motion, has
already been given [viz. equation 93 •
3.

Internal Rotation with Overall Isotropic Reorientation

The case of random rotational diffusion of a spin pair about an axis of
internal rotation which itself is reorienting isotropically has been developed by Woessner (27) and subsequently
applied to motions in macromolecules
(17.19.25). The spectral densities for
this model are
J n («) =

A[2ro/(l+« 2 To 2 )]
+

B[2TB/(1+«2TB2)]

+

C[2r c /(l+w 2 r c 2 )]

(TO)

wi t h
A = U A ) (3cos*o-l)
TB=[1/TO

2

+ 1/(6TJ)]

-

l

B = (3A)sin22a
r c =[l/ro + 2/Or-,)]" 1

(11)

C = (3A)sin 4 a

where a is the angle between the I-H
internuclear vector and the axis of
Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance
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Theoretical values of the NMR relaxation parameters from equations 1-6
calculated using a single correlation time rr for random,
for 1 3 C at 25-1^ MHz,
isotropic motion [c_f. equation 93The calculations assumed a vibrationally-averaged C-H internuclear distance of 1.11 A.
The curves for 1/T^pof^2nd R were calculated using an rf
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Figure 2. Theoretical dependence of the NMR relaxation parameters for tetrahedral
13
C at 25.1^ MHz, calculated using the two correlation time model presented in the
text [cf. equations 10 and 11] with the angle a = 109.5°. as a function of the,
internal motion
correlation time TJ for a series of overall tumbling times ranging from 10"» to 10"* s. The calculations assumed the 1 3 C relaxation is due to
dipolar coupling to a single hydrogen at a distance of 1.11 A. The off-resonance
parameters
1/T^ p o f f and R are calculated for an Hi field of 0.1*2 G
applied
3.5 KHz off-resonance.
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i nternal
the
rotation,
is
correlation time for the random reorientation of the I-H vector around the
axis of internal rotation, and T O is
the correlation time for the isotropic
reorientation of the
vector.
The
inverses of the rotational diffusion
coefficients for the isotropic reorientation and the internal rotation are
6ro and 6 T • , respectively.
Figure 2 illustrates the effects of
this two correlation time model on the
calculated relaxation parameters.
The
theoretical curves show the dependence
of the relaxation parameters on the
internal motion correlation time for a
series of T O values ranging from 10"*
to 10"' s. These curves are calculated
specifically for the case of a 1 3 C
nucleus relaxed by a single proton 1.11
A away with rotation about a tetrahedral bond a's the internal motion (so a
= 109-5° or 70.5°).
Consequently, the
calculated parameters for the single
isotropic motion model and the two correlation time model can be compared in
Figures 1 and 2.
It is apparent that
the values predicted by the two models
vary considerably.
Although use of
only two measured relaxation parameters
may or may not permit a distinction
between the models, employment of additional parameters will permit a distinction between these two models.
k.

Rotational Tumbling of a Rigid Rod

Woessner (28)
also considered the
rotational reorientation of ellipsoidal
molecules. For the case of a rigid rod
with no internal motion,
equation 10
and modified equation 11 appropriately
describe the spectral densities.
However, in this case, the definitions of
the angle a and the time constants must
be changed.
Angle a is the angle
between the I-H internuclear vector and
the long axis of the rod.
If the
inverses of the diffusion coefficients
for rotation about the short axis and
about the long axis of the ellipsoid
are 6TJ_ and 6T||,
respectively,
then the expressions to use with equation 10 are

Vol.. M, No.

= £5/(6rJ
TO

=

(12)

T±

- [1/(30
Of course, curves similar to those
in Figure 2 could be generated using
this model.
For sufficiently short
segments of DNA, it may be possible to
consider the double-helix as a rigid
rod and this model therefore to be useful (29,30). Figure 3 compares 3 1 P Ti,
linewidth, and 77 (=NOE-1) for the isotropic rotation model-and the rigid rod
model with ?±/T« = 100.

5.

Log Distribution
Times

of

Correlation

For random coil polymers, the motion
can be described by a distribution of
correlation times (29,31)Although
various types of distribution could be
used, Scheafer (31)
employed the log
chi-squared distribution function
F(s,p)ds =

—
(ps)P' 1 e'P s ds
T(p)

(13)

where p relates to width of the distribution, F(p) is a gamma function, and s
= log(l + bT c /7) with
T as an average
correlation time and b influencing the
symmetry and width of the distribution.
The spectral densities are then "
00

f

frF(S,p)[(expb(s)-l)/(b-l)]ds

Just as the previous models had
three variables (i.e., two correlation
times and a geometrical factor), the
distribution model also has three variables T , b, and p.
Figure 3 compares
the distribution model with the single
isotropic correlation time model for a
case in which p = 20 and b = 1000 which
gives a broad slightly asymmetric distribution (29).
It is clear that the
effect of the distribution is to (a)
broaden the NMR resonance regardless of
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decrease the NOE from its maximum in
the extreme narrowing limit (r « l/«)
while maintaining a measurable NOE at
longer correlation times.

6.

-11

-10

-5

Logarithmic plots of
Figure 3linewidth,
and NOE vs T C based on
different modej s at 109.3 MHz.
The
solid line represents isotropic motion
with a single correlation time,
the
dotted line corresponds to anisotropic
rotation of an axially symmetric ellipsoidal rigid molecule [c_f.
equations
(1-3, 10-12] having the ratio of diffusion
constants
D|/Dj. = 100, and
the broken line represents the isotropic motion having a broad distribution of correlation times (i.e., p = 20
and b = 1000) (c_f. equations 13 and
1^). Taken from reference (29)•

ill
correlation time, (b) raise the Ti minimum with a diminished slope, and (c)
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Restricted Internal Diffusion
Jump Models

and

Internal motions in macromolecules
might be expected to be more complicated than the above models.
Free
rotation about
bonds is
certainly
unfeasible for a double-stranded helix,
although it could occur for a single
strand of random coil polymer.
More
realistic models for motions in nucleic
acids will restrict the amount of rotational freedom about particular bonds,
such a model can simply impose boundary
conditions on any rotation, permitting
free diffusion within the boundaries.
Alternatively, jumps between specified
conformations also serves the purpose
of limiting the motions to physically
realistic situations.
With such models, it is also possible to consider
concerted motions in which rotation of
a specified angle
around one bond
occurs simultaneously with a rotation
about a second bond.
This kind of
motion can permit local motions while
maintaining
approximately the
same
overall
structure.
Jump
models,
restricted diffusion models, and multiple internal rotations
models have
recently been described for side-chain
motions in proteins (32,33)•

7.

Molecular Motions without
cal Model

a Physi-

The spectral density expressed in
equation 10
is a linear sum of three
terms, each of which contains a coefficient based on geometry (e.g., B) and a
time constant (e.g., TQ) .
The coef-.
ficients and time constants, depending
on the type of
motion,
could be
expressed for example by equations 11
or 12.
It
is obvious that if TJ «
T O (or T|| « r j ,
equation 10 is
Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance

reduced to two terms,
each of which
reflects only one of the motions.
In
general, as long as the motions are
independent and have widely different
correlation times,
it is possible to
express spectral densities as
(15)

J n («)

where
s the correlation time
character
of a motion, M is the
number of
independent motions, and c:
is a coefficient related to the geometry of
the interaction
promoting
relaxation and controls the contribution of any particular motion to the
relaxation.
It has recently been advocated by
Jardetzky and
co-workers (30,34,35)
that no specific motional models be
assumed and that spectral densities of
the form of equation 15 be employed
wi th
and
as unknown
parameters to be determined from the
measured NMR relaxation data; the number of unknowns to be determined may be
diminished
if a T-. value for overall
tumbling is taken from independent data
or theoretical expressions.
Although
the
C: values determined have no
physical meaning,
such a procedure
should permit a determination of the
minimum number of molecular motions
contributing to relaxation.
It should
be pointed out, however, that even with
the assumption of a particular motional
model, in general it becomes quickly
evident whenever the data cannot be fit
unless
an
additional
motion
is
included.
It may also be possible to
obtain values for the correlation times
under very special circumstances using
this approach: it is required that (a)
T J « T : + },
(b)
the motions are
uncorrelated,
and (c) W T : > 1 . A major
problem is that it would be difficult
to know these conditions are fulfilled
a pr i or i and it is not possible to
ascertain that the conditions are all
met if data is analyzed assuming the
conditions hold.

Wt.c
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B.

POSSIBLE MOLECULAR MOTIONS WITH
NUCLEIC ACIDS

If even some of the possible motions
of a double-stranded nucleic acid are
occurring simultaneously, the actual
motion picture of the nucleic acid must
be quite complicated. The existence of
these motions, however,
could permit
the transient existence of conformations required in the nucleic acid's
biological functions.
For several
years, only two conformationai forms
(the A form and the B form) of nucleic
acids were generally
considered as
biologically relevant.
In the past
couple years, research into the details
of nucleic acid structure via theoretical calculations (12,13). x-ray diffraction (36-39), NMR (39-^3) and other
techniques (44,45) has accentuated the
likely existence of variations (usually
subtle)
in DNA structure from B-DNA
(46). Differences between the proposed
structures often entail low-energy conformational changes.
As a starting
point for us, it is therefore reasonable to consider these structures and
their low-energy variations as defining
either potential minima about which
structural oscillations can occur or as
defining the boundaries between which
jumps can occur.
Figure 4 depicts some of the possible motions in double-stranded nucleic
acids which may influence NMR relaxation parameters.. The end-for-end tumbling and "speedometer cable" rotation
indicated in Figure 4 become, respectively, rotation around the short axis
and around the long axis of the ellipsoid if the nucleic acid is a. short,
rigid rod as discussed above. Not much
experimental data is available for the
"speedometer cable" motion,
but transient electric dichroism studies of
rod-like DNA molecules have provided
data about the end-for-end rotational
di f f us ion (47) .
The consequences of bending DNA have
been considered theoretically
(3.10).
Relatively little energy is required to
bend DNA.
Consequently,
it was proposed that bending motions may contribute significantly to observed nuclear
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relaxation in nucleic acids.
It might
be noted that since bending could occur

(a)

in any direction, it may be considered
as an isotropic motion. The low energy

"SPEEDOMETER CABLE"
ROTATION

ENO-FOR-END ROTATION

•pROPELLERl '
--.TWISTING \

TRANSITORY STRAND
SEPARATION "BREATHING*

(b)

S'-cntf*
Figure k. Schematic representation of the motions in a segment of double-stranded
nucleic acid helix.
In the 3'~endo conformation of the sugar ring, the 3' carbon
is above the plane formed by Cl'-Q-CV.

necessary for bending has also recently
been manifest in the crystal structure
of a DNA dodecamer which exhibits curvature with a radius of curvature 112

Jt.

The
so-called
"breathing"
of
double-stranded nucleic acids has been
amply demonstrated (5~8). This transitory strand separation occurs in the
time range milliseconds to seconds.
128

The dynamics of twisting has also
been considered and equations for toi—
sional rotation of the DNA helix have
been developed (10) .
Indications are
that this motion can account for most
of
the fluorescence
depolarization
decay of ethidium intercalated into DNA
(10) which has a lifetime of 2k nsec
(9). The relative ease of helix twisting may be reflected by the fact that
Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance

different values have been reported for
the number of base pairs per turn in
DNA (12,38,46,51).
Of course, the motions of bending,
twisting,
and breathing entail some
rotations about individual bonds in the
nucleic acid;
the effects of these
motions will be manifest over a significant segment of the helix.
In addition, local motions may occur which can
alter the instantaneous conformation
over a portion of the nucleic acid
amounting to two monomeric units or
less.
The Cl'-N rotation in Figure 4
could lead to twisting of the base pair
propeller with motions altering the
pitch of the propeller.
Recent theoretical (12) and experimental 08,47)
studies have indicated the existence of
a propeller twist in contrast to the
classical B-DNA structure with each
member of a planar base-pair in the
same piane (46).
Relatively
large
deviations
in
instantaneous local conformation can be
obtained by concerted rotations about
some of the bonds (illustrated in Figure 4) without large effect on the
overall conformation.
For example, it
is possible that one member of a base
pair could temporarily move away from
the other without substantially changing the structure of the nucleic acid.
Most data indicate that RNA occurs
in the A form (with the ribose ring in
the 3'~endo conformation) and that DNA
occurs predominantly in the B form
(with the deoxyribose
ring in the
2'-endo conformation) and sometimes in
the A form (52);
these conformations
are shown in Figure 4b. A recent theoretical calculation, however, indicates
that the energy barrier between the
3'~endo and the 2'-endo conformations
is only 0.6 kcal/mol (13) which is significantly less than single bond rotation in small alkanes.
This suggests
that there may be considerable mobility
in the sugar ring of nucleic acids with
the transient existence of many puckered conformations in the furanose or
deoxyfuranose rings which are in the
nucleic acid backbone.
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C.

APPROACH FOR NUCLEIC ACIDS

To characterize the motions as completely as possible, ideally several
NMR relaxation parameters should be
measured as a function of magnetic
field strength for several nuclei on
the nucleic acids.
It is assumed that
remove
any paramagnetic
efforts to
which
have
a strong influmetal - ions,
relaxation
(24),
have been
ence on NMR
Once
the
relaxation
mechasuccessful.
are
known
(vide
nism or mechanisms
at
least,
simple)
infra), feasible (or,
motional models are proposed and corresponding spectral densities used in the
appropriate mathematical
expressions
for the relaxation parameters.
The
motional model is tested by its ability
to predict all of the parameters in
agreement with the observed data.
It
should be emphasized
that the NMR
relaxation data do not yield a unique
description of the motions.
Rather,
the NMR data serve to eliminate possible motional models.
For that reason,
obtaining as much relaxation data as
possible will hopefully narrow the list
of plausible models. Data from different locations or nuclei should also be
consistent,
further corrstra i ni ng the
motional models. Of course, it is satisfying to have the NMR data in accord
with the scant data from other techniques.
It should also be noted that one can
obtain qualitative information from NMR
regarding relative mobilities or even
the existence of internal motion without a detailed knowledge of the dynamics.
Semi quantitative information may
also be obtained without knowledge of
the precise motional amplitudes, e.g.,
several models postulating different
internal motions can all fit the data
with approximately the same correlation
time implying that a_n internal motion
in that time range exists.
Proton NMR offers the ability to
monitor several points of the nucleic
acid structure with high sensitivity,
but suffers in the overlap of many
resonances and in the ability to interpret the relaxation data quantitatively
due to possible complications from spin
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diffusion contributing to the relaxation (53) •
Analysis of the l 3 C NMR relaxation
of protonated carbons is most readily
performed since the relaxation is dominated by dipolar
coupling to thhe
13
directly bonded protons.
C relaxation of quaternary carbons may also
have
a contribution
from
dipolar
coupling to 1 4 N if the carbon is
directly bonded to nitrogen and has
fewer than two hydrogens two bonds away
(51).
There exists also the possibility of the chemical shift anisotropy
contribution to 1 3 C relaxation of quaternary carbons at higher magnetic
field strengths.
Consideration of
15
N NMR of nucleic acids is similar to
13
that of 1 3 C .
C and 1 5 N NMR do offer
the advantage of monitoring several
loci in the nucleic acid with a large
chemical shift scale. Both also suffer
the drawback of low sensitivity, 1 5 N to
an extreme. It is possible to do natural abundance 1 3 C NMR on nucleic acids,
but enriching with that isotope aids
the NMR substantially.
With 1 5 N NMR,
sensitivity is not good even with isotope labeling, but at least it is feasible.
For
deuter i urn NMR,
sensitivity
necessitates labeling. Analysis of the
deuterium NMR has the strong advantage
of a single well-defined
relaxation
mechanism (electric quadrupolar) with a
known interaction strength. A distinct
disadvantage of doing 2 H NMR on nucleic
acids is the large linewidth created by
this
relaxation
mechanism
which
increases demands on the spectrometer.
The large 1inewidth also generally precludes observation of labels in more
than one location in a single experi2
ment.
H NMR has one less measurable
relaxation parameter since
the NOE
exists only with dipolar relaxation.
But 2 H NMR presents the possibi1ity of
providing information about the ordering in a nucleic acid fiber if quadrupole splitting is observed.
31
P NtlR offers the observation of a
single readily
assignable resonance
with good sensitivity.
[Under certain
circumstances
two
resonances ; are
observed (40-42) ] .
*'F NMR of nucleic
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acids specifically labeled with fluorine presents a situation similar to
that with 3 1 P NMR but with better sensitivity and the opportunity of studying different sites in the biopolymer.
Analysis of 3 1 P and 1 S F relaxation must
take into account the contribution from
the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA)
mechanism as well as dipolar coupling
to protons (e.g.
21,25,29,149).
This
additional complication can be dealt
with by using chemical shift anisotropy
data provided
by solid
state NMR
(29»55»56)
and from
the frequency
dependence of
relaxation parameters
(29,^8,i*9).
Actually, since the dipolar and CSA mechanisms have different
orientation dependences on the motions,
satisfactory separation of
CSA and
dipolar contributions should provide
complementary information.
With regard to any of the nuclei,
contributions of chemical shift heterogeity to the measured linewidth can
exist since the observed
resonance
arises from many individual nuclei.
(An obvious exception to this is the
study of certain single nuclear resonances in a specific tRNA.)
For example, the chemical shift inequivalence
of the different phosphorus nuclei in
the double-stranded nucleic acids w a s
estimated to be at least 0.1+ ppm by
Bo 1 ton and James (^9) and 0.-5 ppm by
Shindo (29)- The use of linewidths are
considered to be qualitatively valuable
but less useful for quantitative studies unless the linewidth is clearly
much larger than the chemical
shift
inequivalence.
It was mentioned above that spin
diffusion (cross relaxation) can be an
important factor for >H relaxation
(e.g. 5 3 ) . 1 3 C , 1 5 N , and 3 1 P experiments with nucleic acids generally will
not suffer the complication of crossrelaxation as long as proton decoupling
is employed.
Cross-relaxation can be
important, indeed uti1ized, when proton
coupling is permitted
(51)• Although
• 1S F NMR can potential ly exhibit the
effects of cross-relaxation, it appears
that in a practical situation, the
effects are likely to be negligible

(58).
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III.

MOLECULAR MOT I ON J_N UNCOMPLEXED
NUCLEIC ACIDS

Obviously it is valuable to understand dynamics in pure nucleic acids as
a
baseline for
comprehending
any
changes that may be wrought by complexing of nucleic acids with appropriate
proteins, drugs, or pathogenic agents.
Although other NMR studies have examined interesting aspects of nucleic
acid structure, the following discussion will focus only on mobility in
nucleic acids.
A.
31

DNA

P NMR

Several studies have recently taken
advantage of the good sensitivity of
31
P NMR for an investigation of DNA
dynamics. Most of the pertinent relaxation data is summarized in Table 1.
It might be noted that apparently conditions in all of the studies were used
to maintain DNA in a double-stranded
helix with no single strands or fraying
of the ends of the polymer.
The study of Hanlon et al.
(59)
31
showed that the
P NMR linewidth
decreased when high molecular weight
DNA was sonicated. However, the linewidth decrease by a factor of 2-3 is not
too large considering the size of DNA
was decreased by a factor of more than
60.
That study also revealed a small
dependence of the linewidth on DNA concentration (59) .
The time must have been ripe for a
more complete 3 1 P relaxation analysis
of DNA mobility since four research
groups independently and almost concurrently investigated the 3 1 P relaxation
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behavior of DNA.
Klevan et al. (60)
first reported Ti and 3 1 P{ 1 H} NOE measurements on DNA of uniform chain length
(IHO base pairs)
obtained by nuclease
digestion of chromatin.
Since their
relaxation results were not consistent
with a single isotropic motion, they
reasoned that internal motion must also
be occurring.
Consequently, they used
the motional model described by equations 10 and 11 assuming 3 1 P relaxation
was caused by dipolar coupling to three
protons, each at a distance of 2.8 A
from the phosphorus,
and that the
appropriate angle a was 6C°.
Estimating that T O was in the range of 10" 7
sec and noting that the NOE was relatively insensitive to T O values in that
range, it was concluded that an internal motion correlation time T O of O.h
ns predicted the measured NOE and was
also consistent with the measured Ti.
It should be noted that, to a first
approximation, the NOE is relatively
insensitive to the P-H
internuclear
distance [see equation 33 and, for that
particular
combination of T O and Tvalues, is not very sensitive to the
geometrical details of the internal
rotation.
Bolton and James (i+8,49) determined
the off-resonance
parameters T^ ° '
and R as well as Ti and NOE values for
31
P relaxation in DNA of higher molecular weight but with a molecular weight
dispersion.
It was independently concluded that internal motion in the DNA
backbone
existed
and
the
model
expressed by equations 10 and 11 was
also utilized - the only variation
being that the P-H distances were all
2.6 A* and the effective angle of internal rotation was k0° The angle a was
varied and, although not too sensitive,
the best
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Sample

Length

(base pai'r cone. , mM) (base pa i rs)

31

Resorlance

Table 1 .

P NMR Re 1axat ion Parameters for DNA.

Frequency

Temp.

(MHz)

(°c)

Tl
(sec)

NOE

T2
(sec)

T°ff*

•

R*

(sec)

W

l/2
(Hz)

Ref.

o
4-1

<u
O)
ID

X.

Chicken erythrocyte
DNA (1.5)

145±3

Calf thymus
DNA (15)

7O0±30O

109.3

18.5

1.3

-

103

29

o

1.3

-

-

20
40

CM CM

1.56
1.6

-

0.9
1.2

23

3.9
3.5
3.6
3-2
3.0

1.37
1.35
1.44

18.5

-

1.28

-

36.4

8

2.8

1.6

12800
210

36.4

27

-

-

145 ±3

24.3

18.5

2.15

1.18

600±150
3OO±75
260±25
14O±2O
l40±20

40.5

Chicken erythrocyte
DNA (1.5)

145±3

40.3

Calf thymus nucleosome
DNA (8)

140

Calf thymus
DNA (0.9)
Chicken erythrocyte
DNA (1.5)

39

OA

40.5

LA

2.2

35

*R and T ° p were determined with an rf field of 0.47 G applied 8 kHz off-resonance

-

48,49

95
45

48,49

56
35
39
22
19

30,35

-

28

29

-

-

37

60

-

-

41
17

59

18

29

0 .012
0 .014
0 .013
0 .032

-

0.37
0.53

Buileti

c

81

Calf thymus
DNA (4-12)

3.4

fit of all the relaxation data was
obtained with a - 1*0° which is in
agreement with a molecular model constructed from X-ray data.
Klevan et
ai. (60) and Bolton and James (^9) demonstrated that protons from bound water
were not responsible for the relaxation.
A value of 0.3 ns, in agreement with
Klevan et al. (60), was determined for
TJ by
fitting all five 3 1 P relaxation
parameters
to the
motional
model
(h8,kS) .
The TJ value was independent of temperature over the range 20°
to l+0°C as one might expect for an
internal motion.
Although rotations
about the 03'-P and P-05' bonds were
specifically considered, C-0 bond rotation and possibly others could also be
contr ibut i ng.
Simultaneously, the 3 1 P relaxation
parameters were all fitted with a TO
value of 1.0 M S
at 20°C for DNA
(hB,hS) •
That value is dependent on
temperature, exhibiting an activation
energy of 2.8 kcal/mol.
It was suggested that T O may be the correlation
time for bending of DNA which would be
consistent with theoretical considerations of the1 energy required for bending DNA (3,1*0,12). It should be understood that the NMR does not explicitly
indicate the type of motion, only that
it is characterized by a correlation
time of 1 /us. The motion characterized
by TO is not consistent with end-forend tumbling of DNA which would have a
correlation time longer than 20 us
(3,i*7).
!f the "speedometer cable"
motion depicted in Figure h exists, it
could also contribute to T O . That consideration will be deferred until the
results of other workers are discussed.
Measurements of the 3 1 P
iinewidth,
Ti, and NOE of a short segment of DNA
(1 i+5 base pairs) as a function of spectrometer frequency by Shindo (29) have
raised a very important question, i.e.,
to what extent can the 3 1 P relaxation
be ascribed to the dipolar mechanism
and to the chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA) mechanism.
It wi11 be assumed
that paramagnetic contributions to the
relaxation from transition metal ions
are
negligible;
the
presence
of
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paramagnetic metal ions could influence
any of the relaxation parameters but
would be especially notable in reducing
the NOE toward 1 since the NOE exists
only
with the
dipolar
mechanism.
Unfortunately, it is not a simple matter to distinguish clearly between the
dipolar and CSA contributions unless
all molecular motions are so fast that
extreme narrowing conditions (r « l/a>)
apply;
otherwise,
partitioning the
relaxation between dipolar
and CSA
depends on the motional model selected.
The CSA contribution, unlike the dipolar, is dependent on the magnetic field
strength (2U, 29, i*8) Measurements of
Ti and NOE at different field strengths
will enable the CSA contribution to be
estimated once a particular motional
model is assumed.
Assuming that 1^5
base pair DNA can be represented by a
rigid rod, Shindo (29) attributed 95%
of the 3 1 P relaxation to CSA at 109-3
MHz, 70% at MD.3 MHz, and M 9 % at 2k.}>
MHz.
On the other hand,
Bolton and
James (U8) attributed 35% to CSA at 81
MHz and 10% at kO.S MHz when an internal motion model was used; correcting
for the 10% CSA contribution at k0.~,
MHz had an insignificant influence on
the results.
Since the motional model
is an important factor, it should be
pointed out that the model used by Bolton and James (48,^9) could predict all
of the relaxation parameters at each
temperature.
In contrast,
the rigid
rod model that Shindo (29) considered
did not give a very good fit to his
data leading him to suggest that significant torsional and bending motions
may also take place with DNA.
Hogan and Jardetzky
(30,35)
have
obtained 3 1 P relaxation data for fractionated DNA of varying chain lengths.
Their analysis of the shorter fractions
assumed that the dipolar contribution
to relaxation dominated and that the
appropriate motional model for the DNA
phosphates is a rigid rod with a twosite jump as an internal motion.
The
correlation time used for the end-toend tumbling was that determined by
transient electric dichroism measurements
(hj) and the correlation time
used for rotation about the long axis
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of the rod was that calculated from the
theoretical expression for a cylinder
of length 2L and radius b due to Lamb
(61,10) :
(16)
where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is
the absolute temperature, 77 is the solvent viscosity, and use is made of the
relation between the rotational diffusion coefficient and the correlation
time,
i.e.,
1/DB =6x(| .
On the
basis of their data and model, a correlation time of approximately 1 ns (30)
and later revised to 2.2 ns for a jump
of ±27°
(35) was calculated for the
internal motion.
Although the actual
value of the internal motion correlation time is higher than that of Klevan
et al.
(60) and Bolton and James
C*8,1+9), it is still consistent with
the important notion that there is
motion in the phosphodiester region of
the DNA backbone on the time scale of a
nanosecond.
The correlation time is
usually defined differently
in jump
models and diffusion models, differing
by a factor of six.
If that is the
case here,
the results of Hogan and
Jardetzky are in excellent agreement
with the others (48,1+9,60) .
Recent work has utilized a more
sophisticated
motional model
which
takes into account the different P-H
distances and changes in these distances with conformational fluctuations
of the DNA (64).
These calculations
also account for CSA as well as dipolar
contributions to the 3 1 P relaxation.
The results of these calculations support the earlier work in terms of the
frequency of motion and provide some
insight into the likely nature of the
motion.
Twisting (winding and unwinding) motions about the helix axis, base
tilting motions, and base propeller
twisting motions (see Figure 4A) could
not account for the 31 P relaxation
data.
The experimental 3 t P results
could be predicted by a motional model
which entailed rotational jumps about
the C3'-03' bond in addition to puckering motions in the sugar ring of DNA,
which is also
consistent with 1 3 C
relaxation results on the deoxyribose
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sugar puckering
carbons (vide infra);
motions alone could not account for the
31
P data.
Hogan and Jardetzky (30)
made 3 1 P
NMR relaxation measurements
on DNA
fractions of different lengths (see
Table 1). Their T2 measurements in
particular may
help elucidate
the
nature of the slower motions which contr i bute especi ally to R,
T] off
and T2 relaxation. Hogan and Jardetzky
(30,35) ascribed the bulk of the T2
relaxation for 140 base pair DNA to the
slow end-for-end
tumbl i ng (T_J wi th
a smaller contribution from rotation
about
the long axis (TJ|) .
On the
other hand,
Bolton and James (48,49)
attributed the slower motion influencing their 3 1 P relaxation measurements
in larger DNA to bending. According to
theoretical considerations
(3)
and
transient electric dichroism studies
(47),
T_ is strongly dependent on
DNA chain length.
Likewise, according
to equation 16 xj, is linearly dependent on chain length.
Although the
treatment of Barkley and Zimm (10) may
not be strictly applicable,
it would
appear from their analysis that a bending motion correlation time would not
depend on chain length if a DNA longer
than 600 A was used.
For motions which are in the range
of 10- 7 to 10"5 s, the spectral density
Jo(0)
will dominate I/T2, and I/T2
should be linearly dependent on the
correlation time.
Although there is
only a limited amount of data, it will
be noted from the data of Hogan and
Jardetzky
(30,35) listed in Table 1
that the value of 1/T2 has a dependence
on chain length that is at least linear
between 140 and 260 base pair DNA.
However, within experimental error, the
I/T2 values of the 260, 300, and 600
base pair DNA samples were the same.
This T2 data is therefore consistent
with the notion that the 140 base pair
DNA behaves as a rigid rod insofar as
NMR relaxation is affected, but DNA
longer than 260 base pairs is sufficiently flexible that the DNA cannot be
treated as a rigid rod; the slower
motion
influencing
NMR
relaxation
appears to be bending.
Further NMR
Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance

experiments need to be performed to
substantiate that conclusion, but it is
in accordance with sedimentation studies (2) and calculations (1) that indicate 700 base pair DNA,
for example,
extends on average to only 5 0 % of its
contour length.
It should be noted
that the linewidths of the samples
studied by Hogan and Jardetzky (30,35)
did increase with chain length.
That
is likely due to increased chemical
shift dispersion with more bending permitted in the DNA; as Gorenstein and
Kar (62) have demonstrated, 3 X P chemical shifts are very sensitive to torsion angles and bond angles in phosphodiesters.
Mariam and Wilson (63) have examined
31
P spectra of DNA in a study of the
helix-to-coi1 transition.
At temperatures near the melting temperature,
they observed four different signals.
The results indicated different T1 values for the various peaks, suggesting
the possibility of different mobilities.
Shindo et al. (41)
have recently
observed
that
aouble
helical
poly(dA-dT)
exhibits a 3 1 P spectrum
with two resonances having the same
intensity but
different linewidths.
Although not studied in detail, this
suggests the possibility of different
mobilities depending on the particular
phosphodiester linkage.
2.

•C NMR

Although the first 1 3 C spectrum of
denatured DNA was published several
years ago (64a), the first natural
abundance 1 3 C NMR spectra of intact DNA
were recently reported by Bolton and
13
James (48,50).
C spectra are presented in Figure 5»
NOE and T1 measurements were carried out with the
deoxyribose carbons
of the
medium
length (approximately 700 base pairs)
calf thymus DNA. The results are given
in Table 2 for the ribose carbons.
Under the conditions used for obtaining
the relaxation data, i.e., relatively
rapid pulse rate (0.51s delay time),
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the aromatic carbon resonances were
barely
visible
above
the
noise,
presumably due to long T1 values and
perhaps broader lines (48,50).
Data
therefore were not obtained with the
aromatic resonances.
Although the model is not entirely
physically plausible,
the ribose 1 3 C
data were fit by the motional model
described by
equations 10
and 11
(48,50).
The relatively narrow lines
for the protonated carbons of DNA with
a half million molecular weight certainly implied that internal motion
existed in the deoxyribose moiety of
DNA.
The model could serve as a first
approximation to provide some information about the internal motions; specifically,
it should be possible to
learn the relative mobilities of the
different carbons as well as the time
scale of the motions.
More recently the 1 3 C data in Table
2 were fit by a two state jump model
describing the internal motion (64).
The two state jump restricts the amplitude of the internal
motion to a
greater degree than
does the free
internal rotation model used earlier.
The two state mode) puts more realistic
limitations on the amplitude of the
internal motion.
In this case, the
model was set up such that jumps could
occur between the
2'-endo and the
3'-endo ring conformations, i.e., with
fluctuations of ±37° out of the mean
plane of the deoxyribose ring.
For both motional models, the value
used for T O was that fbtained from the
31
P NMR experiments (48,4g) . Both models basically lead to the same conclusions (48,50): there is motion experienced by the deoxyribose carbons on the
order of nanoseconds and the mobilities
of the carbons vary as 1', 3 1 . 4' < 2 1
< 5' with the 5' carbon experiencing
somewhat less mobility than the phosphorus (48,49).
The relative mobilities make sense in that the 5 1 carbon
is not in the ring with the other carbons and the 2' carbon does not have a
bulky moiety attached to it as do the
1', 3 1 , and 4' carbons.
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Figure 5(top) Natural abundance 50-3 MHz 1 3 C NMR spectra of the ribose carbons
from k}, mg/ml calf thymus DNA in 0.1 M NaCl and 10 mM phosphate buffer,
pH 7.
illustrating a nuclear Overhauser effect experiment.
Each spectrum is the average
136
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of 14400 accumulations with an acquisition time of
s. Taken from reference (48).

0.20 s and a delay time of 0.51

(middle) Natural abundance 1 3 C NMR spectrum of native DNA
(50 mg/ml)
at 67-9 MHz; 43 000 scans were accumulated with a cycle repeat time of 1.5 s.
Chemical shifts are reported
in parts per million relative to an external Me4Si
standard. Taken from reference (65) .
(bottom) Natural abundance 25.1 MHz 1 3 C NMR spectrum of
approximately
260 base pair long DNA (80 mg/ml in a 0.2 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 8 mM phosphate buffer,
pH 7-2). The spectrum is the average of 36OOO transients obtained with a 90° pulse
and a recycle time of several seconds. Proton decoupling was performed only during
the acquisition. Taken from reference (35).

Table 2.

13

C Ti and NOE values for Calf Thymus DNA at 50.3 MHz and internal
Motion Correlation Times Determined from the Relaxation Dataa

(ns)
Carbon no.

NOE

Ti(S)
Free internal
diffusion model

Two state jump model

r

1.2

0.1

6

8

21

1.4

0.1

2

k

3'

1.2

0.1

6

8

V

1.2

0.1

6

8

5'

1.6

0.1

0.9

3(3)C

"Taken from references (48) and (50). T1 is accurate to about ±0.03s and NOE to ~
10%.
Since 1' and 41 carbon resonances are not resolved, the data for the two are
taken as the same. bReference (64). The two site jump is +37° and -37° from the
mean plane of the deoxyribose ring which describes jumps between the 2'-endo and
c
3'-endo ring conformations.
The two site jump model would not fit the 5'~carbon
data so an additional motion was invoked (see text).
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It will be noted in Table 2 that the
two site jump models would not adequately account for
the 5' carbon
relaxation data.
The data could be
fit, however, by imposing an additional
internal motion, consisting of a ±10°
rotational jump with a correlation time
of three nanoseconds about the C5'-CV
bond, on the 2'-endo *-» 3'~endo jump.
This, of course, is simply an indication that the 5' carbon experiences
greater mobility than the other deoxyribose carbons.
Although quantitative
information
was not obtained, it was estimated by
Bolton and James (48,50) that the aromatic carbons of DNA must be experiencing motions with
correlation times
longer than 20 ns.
Otherwise, their
resonances would have been more readily
observed in the 1 3 C spectra.
Rill et ai. (65) published a 1 3 C
spectrum of 140 base pair DNA (see Figure 5)
using a longer delay time
between pulses (l-5s)
than Bolton and
James (48,50) and were able to see relatively narrow resonances in the aromatic region as well as the ribose
region of the spectrum. The linewidths
in their spectra lead Rill et al. (65)
to observe that internal mobility or
librational motions contribute to the
13
C relaxation.
They also noted that
the linewidths of the protonated sugar
carbon resonances were as narrow as the
non-protonated carbon resonances from
the aromatic bases.
That is certainly
not observed with proteins and suggests
that the sugar moiety experiences a
greater degree of mobility than the
aromatic bases.
Subsequently,
Hogan and Jardetzky
(35) reported 1 3 C NMR experiments on
DNA.
By using a pulse delay time of
approximately 2 s, they were also able
to observe aromatic resonances as well
as sugar carbon resonances (see Figure
5 ) . With the lack of resolution due to
the lower spectrometer frequency and
presumably very large exponential filtering,
a distinction was not made
between the various ribose carbons nor
the aromatic carbons.
Employing the
two site internal motion model which
was also used in the analysis of their
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31

P data (vide supra),
Hogan and Jardetzky
(35) concluded that the base
planes of DNA experience an internal
motion with a displacement of ±20° and
a correlation time of 1 ns.
It was
concluded that the ribose carbons experience the same +20° displacement and 1
ns correlation time.
The conclusions
regarding the ribose moiety are roughly
in accord with those of Bolton and
James (48,50), but conclusions regarding the motions experienced by the
bases is about an order of magnitude
faster than suggested by Bolton and
James.

3.

X

H NMR

Although early 1 H NMR spectra of
native DNA did not prove highly useful
(66), recent experiments by Early and
Kearns (67) examined proton resonance
bands consisting
of hydrogen-bonded
imino protons, aromatic protons, and
sugar protons from salmon sperm and
calf thymus DNA samples of various
lengths and as a function of ionic
strength.
The resonances from the
imino protons are shown in Figure 6.
For the shorter DNA segments, it is
possible to distinguish between the
hydrogen-bonded Watson-Crick protons in
AT base pairs at 13-5 ppm and in GC
base pairs at 12.5 ppm.
Early and Kearns (67) calculated the
proton linewidths expected for a rigid
rod assuming homonuclear dipolar relaxation from various
nearby protons.
With the deviations of their observed
linewidths from the calculated linewidths,
they concluded that the DNA
backbone manifested considerable internal flexibility.
Further, they estimated that the correlation time for
reorientation of the base pairs is less
than 300 ns, while the correlation time
for motion of the sugar protons is
shorter, being less than 50 ns.
Hogan and
Jardetzky
(35)
also
obtained the proton NMR spectrum of
DNA.
Using the two state model (vide
supra) and assuming the H2 1 proton is
relaxed simply by dipolar coupling to
the adjacent methylene proton,
they
calculated from their relaxation data a
Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance
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presented above.
Noting the complications in obtaining detailed motional
information from protons in the base
pair, they took issue with Early and
Kearns (67) conclusions and maintained
that the proton NMR results could be
accounted for by base pair motion with
a correlation time shorter than 10 ns.
More recent JH NMR work by Early et
al. (67a) on a 12 base-pair restr i ction
fragment of DNA at 300 MHz and 600 MHz
permitted resolution of 70 resonances.
Comparison of non-selective and selective Ti experiments
high-lighted a
problem with XH NMR
investigations;
they found considerable spin diffusion
with even this short segment of DNA.
And spin diffusion will be more extensive with larger DNA fragments. Assuming a single isotropic rotation, a correlation time of 7 ns for the dodecamer
was estimated (67a).
B.

1422

>2O00
— ! - • •

15

14

13
ppm

12

For several years, it has been evident from NMR studies and others that a
greater degree of chain flexibility is
produced by melting a double-stranded
polynucleotide.
The following discussion,
however,
focuses
on recent
efforts to describe the flexibility of
both single-stranded
and
doublestranded polynucleotides more exactly.
1.

Figure 6. Lowfield 300 MH2 proton NMR
spectra of native
calf thymus DNA
obtained at different stages of digestion by DNase II and SI nuclease.
The
total time (in minutes) of reaction is
indicated at the right of each spectrum
and the median molecular weight,
in
base pairs, is indicated to the left.
All spectra were obtained a t 28°C in a
buffer solution containing 100 mM NaOAc
and 1.0 mM ZnCl2 at pH k.(> Taken from
reference (67)•

correlati on 11 me of 1 ns wi th an ampli0
tude of ±33
these results are in
l3
agreement
with
the
C
results
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RjNA AND POLYRI BONUCLEOTI DES

Single-Stranded Polynucleotides

a.
Poly (U) .
Poly(U) is a random
coil polymer.
Early 1 3 C NMR studies
(68,68a) on poly(U) found the resonances to be sharp with varying resonance intensities,
implying that the
nuclei had different -T1 values and possibly different degrees of mobility.
31
P NMR T1 and NOE measurements have
been carried out with poly(U), poly (A)
and poly(C) as a function of temperature (69). Assuming that a single isotropic correlation time described the
motion, it was estimated that dipolar
coupling to protons accounted for 80%
of the 3 1 P relaxation at 40,5 NHz and
72°C.
Shindo (29) measured the . 1inewidth,
Ti, and NOE of poly(U) at 109.3 MHz and
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24.3 MHz.
Since poly(U) in solution
has a random conformation, a motional
model with a distribution of correlation times was employed as described
mathematically in equations 13 and 14.
A good fit of the Ti and linewidth data
was obtained with an average correlation time of 3«3 ns and a distribution
parameter p of 14 for a b value of
1000.
The poorer fit of the model to
the experimental NOE value at 109.3 MHz
was ascribed to the CSA contribution to
relaxation.
The value of p = 14 is in
the range usually found for synthetic
rubbers by 1 3 C NMR experiments (31).
B. Poly (A) . Unlike poly(U), poly(A)
is known to form a single-stranded
structure in
which the "bases are
largely stacked, with the extent of
stacking decreasing with temperature
noncooperatively (70). Akasaka et al.
(69) measured the 3 1 P Ti and NOE of
poly(A).
On the basis of negligible
changes in coupling constant values of
ApA over a wide temperature range, it
was argued that rotamer populations in
ApA and poly (A) did not vary with temperature. Assuming the motion governing
31
P
relaxation was
isotropic
and
described by a single correlation time,
they determined the correlation time to
be 6 ns at 20°C with an activation
energy of 5.3-b.O kcal/mol for the
motion.
Although their 3 1 P Ti and NOE measurements were in good agreement with
those of Akasaka et al. (69), Bolton
and James (48,49) found that the additional information supplied
by the
off-resonance relaxation parameters R
and
^lp°
necessitated the use of
a two correlation time model to adequately fit all
of the relaxation
parameters.
Using the model represented by equations 10 and 11, it was
found that an internal motion characterized by a 0.5 ns correlation time
which was independent of temperature
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and a much slower motion which depended
strongly on temperature over the 6-40°C
range provided an excellent fit for all
of the relaxation parameters.
At 6°C,
poly (A) is virtually 100% stacked (70)
and the temperature dependence of T O
was ascribed to
unstacking of the
poly (A) bases leading to a polymer with
a smaller radius of gyration.
The splitting, due to coupling with
3i
P,
in the
carbon resonances of
poly (A) at high temperature lead Smith
et al. (70a) to conclude that disordered poly (A) exhibits a conformationai
preference although it is quite flexible.
Komoroski (71) demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining 1 3 C Ti and NOE
values for
the ribose
carbons of
poly (A) at 15 MHz.
Bolton and James
(50) obtained Ti and NOE values for the
ribose carbons of poly (A)
at 25-1 and
50.3 MHz.
Using the value of T O
obtained
in 3 1 P
experiments
with
poly(A)
(48,49), the internal motion
correlation time may be obtained using
the mathematical model of equations 10
and 11 (50)
or a two site jump model
(64).
The calculated
correlation
times, as well as. the relaxation data,
are listed in Table 3The basic conclusion is that the ribose ring experiences a motion or motions in the nanosecond time range.
The calculated TO
values for this single-stranded polyribonucleotide are similar to those of
double helical DNA.
C.
Poly(C) •
Alasaka et al . (69)
examined the temperature dependence of
31
P NOE and Ti for poly(C).
Comparing
with their studies of poly(A)
and
poly(U), they concluded that the flexibility of these single-stranded polynucleotides
increased in
the
order
poly (A) < poly(C) < poly(U) which correlates with a decreased tendency for
base stacking in that order.
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Table 3.
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C J\ and NOE values for PoiyA and Internal Motion Correlation Times
Determined from the Relaxation Oataa

NOE
Carbon no.

X, (ns)

25.1

50.3

Free internal

MHz

MHz

diffusion model

I1

0. 1

1.2

1.2

2'

0.1

1.8

1.4

3'

0. 1

1.5

1.2

4'

0.1

5'

0.06

1.5
1.6

7
1

Two state
jump model

6

4
5

1. 1

4
4

1.3

3

2

6

"Taken from reference (50). Ti is accurate to about ±0.0ls and the NOE to ~ 10%.
Measurements were made at 30°C. b0btained at 50.3 MHz. cReference (6^). The two
site jump is between +37° and -37° from the mean plane of the ribose ring.

Poly (G) . Yamada et al. (72) studied
the proton and 3 1 P NMR spectra of
poly(G) as a function of temperature.
From the slow exchange of the NH proton
with deuterium in D2O (see Figure 7 ) .
it was concluded that poly(G) is in a
multistranded form in neutral solution.
A large difference in 3 1 P T2 value
determined from the spin-echo method
and from the linewidth gave evidence of
chemical shift heterogeneity among the
phosphorus nuclei due to a distribution
of rotation angles about the phosphodiester bond.
Assuming a single isotropic correlation time to be applicable, Yamada et
al. (72) used the T1/T2 ratio to calculate correlation times at 27°C of 50 ns
and 70 ns for the H8 and phosphorus,
respectively.
It was observed that
this is much slower than previously
observed for poly (A),
poly(C),
and
poly(U) (vide supra) .
d. Poly 0 ) • Neumann and Tran-Dinh
(73)
have utilized a comprehensive
array of nuclei jto investigate poly(l):
>H (90 and 250 MHz), 2H (13-8 MHz), 13 C
(75.it MHz),
and 3 1 P
(36.^and 111.6
MHz).
Using a single isotropic correlation time model,
it was concluded
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from 3 1 P Ti and NOE measurements that
the chemical shift anisotropy contribution to relaxation amounted to 12% at
36.4 MHz and 72% at 111.6 MHz.
From
the 3 1 P Ti and NOE data, a temperaturedependent correlation time of ~ 1 ns
was calculated. The 1 3 C NOE values for
all of the observed carbon resonances
indicated a correlation time of approximately 0.5 ns in agreement with the
values estimated from the proton Ti (90
MH2)/Ti (250 MHz) ratio and the deuterium resonance linewidth for a sample of
poly(I) labeled with deuterium at the 8
position of the base.
2.

Double-Stranded Polynucleotides

Tritton and Armitage Ok)
obtained
P Ti of 16S rRNA and the ^ P ^ H } NOE
for a mixture of l6S and 23S rRNA
obtained from E_. col i ribosomes.
Bolton and James (48,^9)
measured
and
the LP Ti, NOE, R, T 1 p o f f ,
linewidth of poly (I)-poly(C) as a function of temperature; the Ti and NOE
values were in excellent agreement with
those found by Tritton and Armitage
(7I4) for rRNA.
Analysis in terms of
the
two
correlation
time
model
31

chain length.
Addition of 20 mM Mg (II) to the
poly (I)-poly(C) sample altered some of
the 3 X P NMR relaxation parameters (hS).
Analysis indicated that the internal
motion was not affected,
but the TO
value increased from 1 M S to 3 MS. The
exact reason for this is not known, but
it might be noted that Mg (It) does stabilize double-stranded
polynucleotides
to thermal denaturation (75)•
Q.

Figure 7Low-field part of the proton NMR spectra of
poly(G) in D 2 0
solution
(pH = 5.8,
[Na+] = 10" 3 M)
after standing for varying time intervals, 100, 150, 200, 280 and 310 min,
measured at 99.5*4 MHz at 29.5°C. Chemical shifts are given downfield from
OSS. Taken from reference (72).

described by
equations 10
and 11
yielded very good fit of all the relaxation data (48,i*9) .
It was found that
the internal motion correlation time
TJ had a value of
0.5 ns and was
independent of temperature,
but the
slower motion correlation time TO was 1
MS at 20°C and had an activation energy
of 2.8 kcal/mol over the range 2O-4O°C.
The values of the internal motion
correlation time are nearly the same
for DNA, poly (I)-poly(C), and singlestranded poly (A)
showing that this
motion is not substantially coupled to
the overall conformation of the polynucleotide [B form DNA
vs.
A form
poly (I)-poly (C)] nor is
the motion
influenced by double helix formation
(U8,U9). The slower motion correlation
time found for poly(I)-poly (C) had the
same value and temperature dependence
of the larger DNA,
providing support
for the suggestion that the TO represented a bending motion independent of
11*2

tRNA

As noted earlier,
NMR studies have
elucidated the kinetics of tRNA folding
(7 ,8,76) . Thi s mot ion i s i n the mi 11isecond to seconds time range. The following discussion pertains to faster
motions.
31
J_.
P NMR Three studies have provided information pertinent
to the
dynamic state of aminoacyl specific
tRNAs via 3 1 P NMR.
Gueron and Shulman
observed several 31 P resonances in
Phe
and E.
spectra of yeast tRNA
Glu
tRNA
which could be examined
when the tRNA was melted or Mg(ll) was
added.
On the basis of the increased
31
P linewidths observed in the 109 MHz
spectra compared with ^0 MHz spectra,
it was concluded that the chemical
shift anisotropy contribution dominated
the relaxation at 109 MHz.
Gorenstein and Luxon
(78) measured
the linewidths and T1 values for 3 1 P
resonances
of tRNA P n e at )hG MHz and
32 MHz (see Figure 8 ) ; Ti values at ]kG
MHz ranged from 2.09 s to 3.5 s for 13
different resonances observed.
Assuming that the motions of the phosphorus
nuclei could be represented by a single
isotropic correlation time, they estimated that > 90% of the relaxation at
]hG MHz was due to the CSA mechanism.
Subsequently
using the
expressions
appropriate for the CSA mechanism, Gorenstein and Luxon (78) used their T1
and T2 values to calculate that the 3 1 P
correlation time is 11 + 2 ns and the
chemical shift anisotropy is 180 ± 20
ppm.
This value for the CSA is somewhat higher than that of 140 ppm estimated by Gueron and Shulman (77)
°r
120-130 ppm estimated by Hayashi et al.
Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance

(79).

31
Figure 8.
P NMR spectra of yeast
phenylalanine tRNA (~ 33 mg/ml) in 100
mM NaCl, 10 mM cacodylate, 10 mM MgCl 2 ,
1 mM EDTA,
and 10% D 2 0, pH 7.0, at
indicated
temperatures (°C).
The
expanded scale for the scattered peaks
is shown over the normal spectrum.
A
simulated stick figure spectrum is also
shown at the bottom.
Number of acquisitions, 8000 FID's,
1 . 8 6 - S acquisition, ll*5'76 MHz. Chemical shifts are
in
parts
per
million
from
H3PO4. Taken from reference (78).
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Two of the partially resolved it0.5
31
MHz
P signals of yeast tRNA Phe were
observed by Hayashi et al. (79) to have
distinctively
different Ti
values.
Also assuming a single isotropic correlation time, it was shown from T1 and
NOE measurements that both the CSA and
dipolar mechanisms contribute to relaxation at ^0.5 MHz with the dipolar contribution being most important.
From
the T1 and NOE values, it was estimated
that the 3 1 P correlation time was 3 ns
in yeast tRNA P h e (79)•
The discrepancy between the 3 1 P correlation time estimate of Gorenstein
and Luxon (78) and that of Hayashi et
al. (79)
for tRNA P h e may be due to
the use of different relaxation parameters and the assumption of a single
correlation time in the two studies.
The phosphorus may experience two or
more motions with di fferent correlation
times, e.g., due to anisotropic turnbling of tRNA or, as Iikely,
due to
internal motion and overall tumbling of
tRNA.
The NOE and Ti are more sensitive to faster motions and will lead to
a smaller estimation of the average
correlation time.
But Ji is more sensitive to slower motions, so the average correlation time estimated from Ti
and T2 measurements would be longer.
2. Ml NMR Hayashi et al. (80) used
the correlation time estimated in their
earlier 3 1 P experiments (79) to'simulate proton Ti values and compare those
with the experimental ones obtained for
yeast
tRNA P h e in D2O at 100 MHz. The
Ti simulations also employed protonproton distances estimated from X-ray
analysis,
and it was assumed that
motion at any proton could be represented by a single isotropic correlation time. The simulations could match
the temperature dependence (21-86°C) of
the ribose protons (H2'-H51-), but indicated a larger Ti variation with temperature
than
was
experimentally
observed for the HI 1 and base protons;
this suggested a larger distribution of
correlation times for the various aromatic protons
contributing to
the
observed multiresonance signals.
It

1*3

was estimated that the ribose protons
had a correlation time of 1 ns at
5O~55°C and the base protons had that
correlation time at *>5~5O°C.
The proton NMR spectra of the carbon-bound protons of tRNA have usually
exhibited broad,
overlapping bands
without
distinguishing
features.
Schmidt and coworkers (81,82), however,
have recently resolvedd some of those
resonances
in tRNAt V a ' from
coli
Pne
from yeast,
and
tRNA
including
several
in the aromatic region (see

A. tRNAPhe!yeast>

Figure 9.
270 MHz lH NMR spectra of
Va1
tRNAPPhhee in
D2O.
tRNAt
and
in tRNA,
Solutions were ca, 20 mg/ml
0.15 M NaCl,
5 mM P jt
pH 7, 28°C.
Chemical shifts were measured from the
residual HO2H peak and are referenced
to DSS at 0 ppm after a correction for
the temperature dependence of the water
peak shift. Taken from reference (82).

Figure

1M.

9).

Using

the

interproton

distances
estimated from the tRNA P n e
crystal structure and assuming isotropic reorientation of the internuclear vectors with a single correlation
time of 25 ns, as expected for tumbling
of tRNA, the experimental linewidths of
individual proton resonances could be
correctly predicted
(82). This suggested to Schmidt and Edelheit (82)
that rapid internal motion is not present in the tRNA p h e bases,
but a more
limited motion could not be precluded.
*H chemical shift values might elucidate the nature of any motions of the
bases in tRNA (83).
It was suggested
that any large amplitude motions of the
stacked bases in a direction parallel
to the base plane would tend to average
out the ring current-induced chemical
shifts (83). Instead, the imino NH and
aromatic CH proton resonances variously
exhibit ring current shifts ranging
from 0 to 2 ppm (8,15.82) which gives
evidence against large amplitude sliding of bases relative to one another.
However,
propeller twisting of base
pairs, discussed earlier,
would have
less ring current shift averaging and
could still occur.
i11£ WJB Komoroski and Allerhand
(84) measured " C Ti values of unfractionated yeast tRNA at 15 MHz.
Within
experimental error,
the T1 values of
the base carbons were found to be equal
to those of the sugar carbons.
On the
basis of these values,
it was found
that a single correlation time of 30±l0
ns (which is the value expected for
overall rotational tumbling) would fit
all the Ti data over the temperature
range 35~5i»0C. Further 1 3 C NMR studies
by Komoroski and Allerhand (85) on the
unfractionated yeast tRNA,
however,
lead to the conclusion that the dihydrouraci-1 • r irigsin folded tRNA undergo
a fast internal motion with an estimated correlation time < 0.2 ns at
i*l°C.
This conclusion was reached by
compar1ng the observed linewidth of the
C5 carbon of the dihydrouraci1 ring (10
Hz) with that which would be expected
if there was no internal motion (90
Hz).
More recently, Bolton and James (50)
measured the T1 value at 50.3 MHz and
Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance

the NOE values at 25.1 MHz and 50.3 MHz
for the individual ribose 1 3 C resonances of unfractionated
yeast
tRNA.

Table k.

The measured relaxation parameters are
listed in Table h along with internal
motion correlation times
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C Tj and NOE Values for Unfractionated Yeast tRNA and internal Motion
Correlation Times Determined from the Relaxation Data a

NOE

T

h

Carbon no.

25-1

50.3

Free internal

MHz

MHz

diffusion model

j (ns)

Two state
jump model

r

0.1

1.1

1 .1

7

8

21

0. 1

1.3

1 .2

6

7

V

0.1

1-3

1 .2

6

7

k>

0. 1

1.2

1 .2

7

8

5'

0.07

1.5

1 .2

2

"Taken from reference (50).
The sample contains lOmM M g C l 2 .
1, is accurate to
about ±0.02s and the NOE to ~ 15%. Measurements were made at 30°C.
"Obtained at
50.3 MHz. R e f e r e n c e (6*0 .
The two state jump is between +37° and -37°from the
mean plane of the ribose ring.

determined from the data using two models:
free internal
motion
model
described by equations 10 and 11 and a
two site jump model (6it) .
Both models
employ a correlation time of 30 ns for
the overall rotational reorientation of
the tRNA molecule.
The basic conclusion is that the ribose carbons possess
a motion on the nanosecond time scale.
It appears that the carbons in the ring
all have the same correlation time but
that C5' possesses a bit greater mobility.
Aromatic carbon resonances were
observed, but their peak
intensities
implied a longer T i .
Although not
examined quantitatively,
this observation suggests that the motions of the
bases
are
restricted
either
in
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amplitude or frequency
relative to the
riboses.
A comparison of Tables 2-i+
indicates that the sugar moieties of
DNA, poly (A) and tRNA possess about the
same dynamics with the p.ossible exception that C2' in DNA and poly(A) has
more mobility than the other ring carbons.
This suggests that the tertiary
structure in tRNA may inhibit the C2'
motion.
Otherwise, the analysis indicates that the internal motion
is not
strongly coupled to the conformation of
the polynuc1eotide.
The low sensitivity of 1 3 C NMR has
limited the studies with this informative nucleus.
To overcome some of the
sensitivity
difficulties
associated
with natural abundance 1 3 C NMR, a few

recent investigations
have utilized
tRNAs labeled with 1 3 C at specific
sites (86-88).
Schmidt et al. (86)
followed their earlier studies (e.g.
89) demonstrating the efficacy of 1 3 C
NtfR studies of j_n vivo labeled tRNA by
investigating unfractionated £.
coli
tRNA with the adenine C2 labeled or the
uracil
and cytosine
C2
positions
labeled. A comparison of the 1 3 C spectra obtained at 26.2 MHz and 67.9 MHz
indicated that the observed linewidths
were determined principally by chemical
shift heterogeneity of
the various
bases in the folded tRNA (86).
This
was confirmed by spin-echo T2 measurements which indicated inherent linewidths of 4 Hz, 2-3 Hz, and 40 Hz for
the C2carbonsof cytosine, uracil, and
adenine, respectively,
in comparison
with the observed linewidths at 25 MHz
of 22,78, and 116 Hz. The very low NOE
values for the unprotonated C2 carbons
of cytosine and uracil indicated that
dipolar relaxation was not predominant.
The protonated C2 carbon of adenosine
should be governed largely by dipolar
relaxation, with the possibility of a
small contribution from the CSA mechanism.
T1 measurements for the C2 of adenine and the ribose carbons in the tRNA
were also made by Schmidt et al. (86).
Using the Ti value (with the T2 value
as a guide) and assuming a single isotropic correlation time model, a correlation time of 16 + 4 ns was determined
for the adenine C2 carbons in tRNA.
Similarly, the single correlation time
describing the ribose carbons was estimated to be 13 ± 3 ns.
It might be
noted that the measured correlation
times are somewhat shorter than would
be expected if tRNA is a rigid rotor
tumbling in solution.
Hamill et al. (88) have also examined the 13|c NMR of unf ract i onated tRNA
(from S^. typh i mur i um in this case) with
labeled uracil (90% 1 3 C at C4) . 1 3 C T<
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values at 25-1 MHz were obtained over
the temperature range 23~6O°C.
An
approximate Ti value was obtained at
90.5 MH2 and NOE values at 25.1 MHz.
Using the ^ C ^ H and 1 3 C - 1 4 N distances,
as well as a chemical shift anisotropy
of 160 ppm (90), for uracil,
the *H
dipolar, 1 A N dipolar and CSA contributions to the 1 3 C relaxation of the
unprotonated C4 of uracil were calculated assuming that tRNA is a rigid
rotor describable by a single isotropic
correlation time (88). Their calculations indicate that the lH dipolar contribution to Ti dominates at 25-1 MHz
with a 10-20% contribution from CSA,
and a 10-15% contribution from 1 4 N
dipolar coupling.
At 90 MHz, the CSA
relaxation dominates Ti with 20-40%
contributions from J H dipolar and ~ 5 %
from- 1 4 N dipolar coupling.
Analysis of their 1 3 C relaxation
data yielded a correlation time of 30
ns at 37°C (88)
which is in agreement
with the value obtained in some studies
(82,84), but is somewhat larger than
the
values
obtained
in
others
(77-80,85,86) which all use the single
isotropic correlation time assumption.
The value of 25~3O ns is expected if
these is no internal motion, but lower
values for the effective correlation
time would be obtained if internal
motion exists.
Using motional models
which will permit
internal motions
(50,64), it has been shown that the
existence of internal motions in the
ribose rings is most reasonable.
The
accumulated data indicate that some
degree of mobility is afforded the
nucleic acid backbone, but it is not
yet clear to what extent the bases are
permitted motional' freedom in tRNA.
It should be noted that the recent
13
C spectra obtained by Schweizer 'et
al.
(87) for E.. coj_i tRNA! V a 1 with
13
[4- C]uraci1 incorporated
(see Figure
10)
holds the promise of actually
obtaining specific
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25MHz

l3

C-spectrum of 4-* 3 C-Uracil labeled tRNAValT from £ C o / / S O - l 8 7

D
2

5 8

10

^W^^m^H^
191

187

183

179

175

171

167

163

159

Chemical Shift, ppm, from Tetramethylsilane

(b) 3-0 framework with l3C-enriched Uracilsosin tRNA Val j
1>C

Stem
U64

Acceptor Stem
//i 1

Loop

DLoop

Variable Loop

Ant icodon
Stem

Anticodon

Figure 10.
25 MHz spectrum of | > - 1 3 C ] uracil labelled t R N A ^ 1 (21 mg/ml in D 2 0
solution
of
30 mM K 2 HP04 (pD 7 - 3 ) , 150 mt\ N a C l , 15 m M M g C l 2 , 1-5 m M EDTA, 3
mtf N a 2 S 2 0 3 , 0.03% NaN 3 ) , ambient temperature 32-3J4°C.
1 KHz sweep w i d t h ,
16,30^ transients, 90° pulse (^5 M s e c ) , and k second acquisition time.
Chemical
shifts measured from internal dioxane and converted to TMS by adding 66.3 ppm.
(b) .
Three dimensional framework of yeast t R N A P h e with the superposition of the
13
C enriched uracils as found in E_. col i t R N A y a l . Taken from reference (87).

motional information-at
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different loci

within

a single

well-defined

tRNA.
]1

*7

Some of
the individual
peaks are
assigned and others are presently being
eluc i dated.
IV.

NUCLEIC ACID

z

PROTEIN COMPLEXES

For the most part,
the biological
action of nucleic acids involves interaction with proteins in one manner or
another.
The nature of these interactions is a matter of intense investigation with studies on natural and model
systems exploring such possible features as ionic attractions, stacking of
aromatic amino
acid residues
with
nucleic acid bases,
and topology (the
beta structure of proteins fits the
major groove of DNA quite w e l l ) . NMR
has been utilized in examining some of
the questions regarding nucleic acidprotein complexes.
The following discussion, however, will be limited to a
consideration of the motional properties of nucleic acids in functional (or
nearly so) nucleoprotein complexes.
A.

NUCLEOSOMES AND CHROMATIN

Nucleosome core particles comprise
one of the. two fundamental repeating
subunits in chromatin.
They
are
roughly disk-shaped with dimensions 57A
X 110A across and are composed of a DNA
helix with several proteins (see reference 91 for a review).
A few studies
have recently been made using 3 1 P NMR
on this
important and
complicated
nucleoprotein (59.&O.92-94).
It might
be noted that only a single 3 1 P signal
is observed in studies of nucleoproteins, so any conclusions will be tempered by this realization.
In the earliest study by Hanlon et
al. (50), it was found that the intensity of the 3 1 P signal from two out of
the three chromatin samples examined
had intensities decreased by more than
half compared with pure DNA.
It was
noted that the decrease in intensity
correlated with the amount of B-DNA
present, as judged from their circular
dichroism spectra,
and they consequently proposed that the B-DNA had
structural rigidity which precluded 3 1 P
signal observation.
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Klevan et al.

(60) measured theJ 1 P

Ti and NOE for nucleosomes
(see Table
5) and compared results with the DNA
extracted from the nucleosomes
(vide
supra). Using the two correlation time
model represented by equations 10 and
11 with the tumbling time estimated
from electric dichroism measurements
for the overall reorientation,
they

determined the internal motion influencing 3 1 P relaxation to have a correlation time of 0.4 ns. That is the
same value
as calculated
for DNA
prompting the conclusion that binding
of DNA to proteins in nucleosomes has
little influence
on that
internal
motion (60). It may be noted from
Table 5 that substituting D2O for H2O
has an influence on Ti, but not much on
NOE, unlike 3 1 P relaxation in pure DNA
which is not altered by D2O substitution.
The large NOE value obtained by Klevan et al. (60) permitted them to make
their analysis assuming only dipolar
relaxation. In contrast, Shindo et al.
(9*0 maintained that CSA contributions
were also important in 3 1 P relaxation
of nucleosomes. Chemical shift i nequivalence was also shown to be a large
factor in the observed 3 1 P linewidths the chemical shift heterogeneity apparently is 0.77 ppm (9M in contrast to
0.50 ppm in pure DNA (29). Fair agreement of the observed relaxation parameters (see Table 5)
and calculated
relaxation
parameters was
obtained
using a motional model with a distribution of correlation times as d e s c i b e d
by equations 13 and 14. The best fit
was obtained with an average correlation time of 30 ns and a distribution
parameter p = 20,
which permits the
correlation times to range over about
two orders of magnitude.
It will be
noted that the average correlation time
is about an order of magnitude shorter
than the rotational reorientation time
of nucleosomes (18). Clearly, motions
are experienced by the phosphorus nuclei which are faster than the tumbling
of the nucleosomes.
Since a different
motional model was employed in the
accompanying paper on DNA (29) (vide
supra), a direct comparison is
Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance
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Table 5.

Solvent

A.

Calf thymus nucieosome
(lOmM Tris, 5mM EDTA, pH 7.6)

H20
D20

C.

D.

E.

Temp.

Ti

(MHz)

( C)

(sec)

36.4

8

2.8
3.6

109.3
40.3
24.3

19

3.34
3.00
2.70

109.3
24.3

19

2.3
2.2

NOE

_off d
T
lp
(sec)

1.7
1.6

W 1/2
(Hz)

Ref.

33
37

60

130

94

45

CM
IS\

+ 6 M urea

Frequency

1

core (5mM Tris, O.lmM EDTA, pH 8)

P NMR Relaxation Parameters for Nucleoprotelns

CM
CM

B. Chicken erythrocyte nucleosome

31

25

1.20

205

94

35

2.0(2.3) b 1.32
1.08

208

74

E. coli 70s ribosome
(50mM Tris, lOmM MgOAc, 0.1M KC1,
pH 7.5)

H20
D20

36.4

23

50S ribosomal subunit
(20mM Tris, 0.1M, NH4CI, MgOAc,
pH 7-5)

HoO

36.4

23

1.3

1.18

74

30S ribosomal subunit
H2O
(lOmM Tris, 30mM NH^Cl, lOmM MgCl 2 ,
6mM mercaptoethanol, pH 7-5)
rat liver ribosomes (intact)
D2O
(50mM Tris, lOmM MgOAc, 0.1M KC1,
pH 7-5)
rat liver ribosomes (limit digest
D2O
"core" following RNase treatment)

36.4

23

1-7

1.21

74

40.5
81

20

2.35
2.45

1.1
1.1

0.77

0.33

80
90

97

40.5

20

2.5

1.4

1.0

0.4

60

97

0.46

1.5

rat 1iver messenger ribonucleoprotein (0.3* SDS, 0.1M NaCl, 50mM
NaoAc, lOmM EDTA, pH 5-2)

D2O

40.5

0.05(4 KHz) 0.11(4KHz)140
0.13
0.29
0.28(l6KHz) O.6O(l6KHz)

'Experiment performed with an rf field of strength 0.48 gauss applied 8.0 KHz off-resonance unless noted otherwise,
value in parentheses was obtained when 0.1M EDTA was added.

^
o
z

97 J
O
>

The

not possible.
Shindo et ai. (9M also examined the
influence of urea on the nucleosome 3 1 P
relaxation (see Table 5 ) It was concluded that the urea partially disrupted the hi stones in the nucleosome
core providing a somewhat more mobile
DNA (T = 15 ns) and a broader distribution of
correlation times
without
increasing the chemical shift heterogenei ty.
Feigon and Kearns (95)
have shown
that the proton NMR spectra of the low
field imino protons are virtually identical in nucleosome core particles and
the DNA extracted from the nuc1eosomes.
On the basis of XH NMR linewidths, it
appears that the DNA base pairs have
about the same degree of motional freedom in the nucleosomes as in the free
DNA.
B.

RIBOSOMES AND MESSENGER
RIBONUCLEOPROTEINS.

Since the ribosome is the site of
protein synthesis in cells, a considerable effort has been put into an understanding of its structure and function.
Undoubtedly due to its very complex
nature and size, few NMR studies have
been carried out with ribosomes. Tritton and Armitage (7*0 have measured the
31
P T1 and NOE for the 50S and 30S
subunits and the 70S ribosome from £.
coli (see Table 5 ) • Using the motional
model with two correlation times and
independent values for the rotational
reorientation of ribosomes and subunits
(96), it was concluded from the NOE
values that the correlation time for
internal motion is 3~5 ns.
It is
interesting to note that the substitution of D2O for H2O influences the
relaxation as it did with nucleosomes
but which it did not with pure DNA.
The implication of this observation is
not entirely clear at this time.
The
31
P spectra published by Tritton and
Armitage (7^) exhibited peaks characteristic of degradation products from
the action of ribonuc1 ease.
Additional 3 1 P NMR experiments with
150

undegraded ribosomes (rat liver,
in
this case) have also been carried out
with
the
off-resonance
relaxation
parameters
"H ° ^ a n d R being measured
in addition to T 2 , NOE, and Wi^
(97); the results are listed in Table
5Using the motional model of equations 10 and 11,
all the relaxation
parameters were consistent
with an
internal motion of 3 ns, in agreement
with the conclusions of Tritton and
Armitage ( 7 ^ ) . This is a factor of six
slower than the internal motion in
uncomplexed double-stranded RNA (^8,^9)
(vide s u p r a ) .
Since the 3 1 P results
obtained for intact ribosomes represent
an average for RNA in contact with protein and RNA spaced between proteins,
it
was surmised
that the
marked
decrease in
phosphodiester mobility
would be accentuated by removing the
30% of RNA susceptible to ribonuclease
cleavage since the remaining 7 0 % of the
RNA would be in intimate contact with
protein; it is known that the II imit-digest ribosome has almost all
the protein and essentially the same sed imenintact
tation
properties
as
the
ribosome. Instead of finding the phosphorus mobi1ity decreased in the limitdigest ribosome, the mobility was found
to have increased so that the correlation time had decreased to 0.5 ns, the
same value as the free RNA.
Recent 3 1 P NMR experiments (97) have
also been carried out with messenger
ribonuc1eoprotein (mRNP) which is about
the same size as ribosomes.
The T 1 ,
T
NOE,
ip°ff>
R» and Wi, values are
given in Table 5It is apparent that
the T1 value of mRNP is much lower than
that of any other nucleic acid-protein
complex listed; in fact,
it is lower
than one could expect for a 3 1 P nucleus
relaxed solely by protons on the RNA.
Consequently,
selective 3 1 P { i H } NOE
experiments were carried out in which
the 3 1 P resonance intensity was monitored as 5 U Hz "windows" in the proton
NMR spectrum were strongly irradiated
rather than irradiating all proton frequencies as is usually done with heteronuclear NOE experiments.
The selective NOE experiments showed that the
phosphorus in the mRNP was dipolar
Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance

coupled to protein protons as well as
ribose protons.
This observation certainly reflects the intimate association of protein and nucleic acid in
this complex.
Perhaps the most interesting feature revealed by the mRNP
relaxation study is that the nature of
the complexes formed between proteins
and nucleic acids is not the same in
al1 cases.
Recently, the X H NMR spectrum and
13
C NMR spectrum of E_. coli ribosomes
with
12% 1 3 C
labeling have
been
reported (98). Although de Wit et al.
(98) emphasized protein resonances in
their discussion, resonances which can
probably be ascribed to the RNA moiety
appear in the spectra.
It should
therefore be possible to use these
resonances for future studies of ribosomes .
C.

VIRUSES AND OTHER COMPLEXES

Viruses have certainly
not been
intensively investigated by NMR.
The
reasons are simple.
The viruses are
huge (by molecular standards), complicated (with nucleic acid and protein,
at least, and in some cases lipid and
carbohydrate as w e l l ) , and quite possibly rigid.
Although it appears that
liquid NMR techniques will be applicable to some viruses, solid state NMR
techniques such as dipolar decoupling,
cross-polarization,
and magic angle
sample spinning should find utility in
studies of
viruses.
Very
recent
reports have demonstrated the feasibility of solid state NMR investigations
of viruses. Opel la (99) has found evidence that the DNA in filamentous bacteriophage fd is substantially immobilized when packaged in the virus.
I3
C NMR spectra of tobacco mosaic
virus (100)
have been obtained for
viruses which have enhanced levels of
13
C.
Resonances from
the protein
moiety were the emphasis of the studies, but smaller resonances from the
RNA moiety have
a possibility for
future work.
Although NMR studies of some specific proteins which
interact with
nucleic acids have been carried out,
Vol. h, No.

there apparently has not been an NMR
investigation of
the nucleic
acid
moiety in complexes with these proteins.
Model studies have been carried
out in that NMR has been used to examine binding of gene 5 protein to tetraand octanucleotides (102,103).
On the
basis of their investigation, Garssen
et al. (103) postulated a protein-induced mechanism of unwinding determined
by fluctuations in the double helical
ONA structure.
V.

NUCLEIC ACID

z

DRUG COMPLEXES

An important aspect of the pharmacology of many drugs on the molecular
level is binding of
the drugs to
nucleic acids.
NMR is being successfully used to elucidate some of the
details of drug binding, primarily via
studies with oligomers serving as DNA
or RNA models. See references (16) and
(10**) for recent reviews.
Drug efficacy is not always determined by the
equilibrium binding constant to nucleic
acids nor by transport to the nucleic
acid.
Dynamics, both fast and slow,
can play a major role in drug action.
Nucleic acid conformationa1 changes are
usually required for drug binding and
drug release.
Very little is known
about the influence of drugs on conformational changes and virtually nothing
about their influence on conformationa1
fluctuations.
Of the few studies that have been
made, binding of ethidium bromide to

Br"
C2H5
(Ethidium Bromide)
nucleic acids has been a major focus.
Examination of the low-field exchangeable proton resonances of amino acid
specific tRNAs in the presence of ethidium bromide lead Jones et al. (105) to
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conclude that the drug has a specific
interca1 ative binding site which will
bind chloroquine as well.
The l H NMR
indicated that drug binding to this one
site did not alter the conformation nor
mobility in the remainder of the tRNA.
Rill et al. (65) obtained a natural
abundance 1 3 C NMR spectrum of DNA in
the presence of a large amount of ethidiurn bromide (1.8 ethidium bromide per
phosphate).
A significant increase in
linewidth was obtained for all the DNA
carbons.
Apparently,
the linewidths
increased so much for the carbons in
the aromatic rings that they were not
reported; the linewidths for the ribose
carbons increased by a factor of 2-6.
Hogan and Jardetzky
(106) titrated
DNA with ethidium bromide and measured
the intensity decrease for the 3 1 P
resonance and the low-field exchangeable proton resonances.
The intensity
decrease indicated that the drug markedly diminishes the mobility of the DNA
at the binding site resulting in resonances so broad that they are not
detected.
It was concluded that four
phosphates were immobilized for every
ethidium bound; two from the intercalation site and two from the adjacent
5'-phosphates.
The Ti of the observable 3 1 P resonance increased proportionately with the amount of bound ethidium, increasing by a factor of two
when the ethidiurn/base pair ratio was
raised from 0 to 0.3- Likewise, the T2
and H n e w i d t h changed with T2 decreasing a factor of four when the ratio was
0.3.
Regarding these changes to be
negligible, it was concluded that the
effect of ethidium intercalation is
restricted to a two base pair long
region of DNA.
If that conclusion is
correct, the implication is that the
base pairs in DNA experience internal
motion independent of their neighbors.
That may be correct even if the relaxation parameters are altered to a certain
extent by
ethidium
binding.
Slower long-range motions, e.g., bending, could be altered by intercalative
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binding of ethidium without altering
the local motions on the DNA other than
in the vicinity of the binding site.
An alteration over the long-range is
consistent with the hydrodynamic properties of DNA with drug intercalation
(3).
Recently, 1 S F NMR has been utilized
in conjunction with fluorescence and
optical
absorption spectroscopy
to
examine the binding
of fluorinated
drugs to nucleic acids (21,107).
Some
of
these studies
pertain to
the
motional properties
of drug-nucleic
acid complexes.
Fluoroquine, an antimalarial drug, was shown

(F 1 uoroqui ne)
to intercalate just as its better known
relative chloroquine (21).
The 1 9 F
relaxation parameters, including those
from
the
off-resonance
relaxation
experiments, were measured for fluoroquine bound to DNA,
poly (A) and tRNA
under conditions ' in which all the drug
was bound;
the results are listed in
Table 6.
X
Theoretical curves
for the
'F
relaxation parameters were generated
using the two correlation time model
mathematically represented by equations
10 and 11 assuming that the 1 9 F relaxation has contributions both from dipolar coupling to the two adjacent aromatic protons and from chemical shift
anisotropy (see Figure 11) (21).
it
was found that the dipolar contribution
dominates at Sk.] MHz, but the CSA contribution may account for nearly
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Table 6.

19

F Relaxation Parameters (9^-1 MHz) for Fluoroquine and Its Nucleic
Acid Complexes (21)

Samplec

W]/2

Temp. (°C)

Ti(s)

NOE

Fluoroquine

25

2.7

1.5

—

Fluoroquine + DNA

37

O.h

0.8

Fluoroquine + tRNA

25

0.2

37
Fluoroquine + polyA

(Hz)

-

<

1

0.29

0.12

'V

100

0.8

0.56

0.11

'V

30

0.2

0.8

0.75

0.15

Oi

30

10

0.2

1 .0

0.65

0.13

'V

15

25

0.3

1-5

0.73

0.22

o< 10

a

b
Solutions contained 10 mM NaCl and 10 mM cacodylate, pH 7, in D 2 0 .
A n rf
c
field of strength 0.23 gauss was applied 5-6 KHz off-resonance.S a m p l e was
20-30 mM in DNA base pairs with one fluoroquine per 10 base pairs.
"Sample was
lmM in tRNA with three fluoroquines per tRNA.
"Sample was 30 mM in poly (A)
monomers with one fluoroquine per ten monomers.

20% of the relaxation under certain
circumstances.
All of the relaxation
parameters for the fluoroquine-DNA complex could be wel1-described by the
theoret ical curves with a slower corre1 at ion t ime T O of 0.5 M S and an internal motion correlation time r- of 1
ns.
It is presumed that the fast correlation time characterizes a sliding
motion of the intercalated drug parallel to the plane of the base pairs with
which it is stacked.
Robinson et al
(11) calculated nanosecond correlation
times from their ESR work for small
spin-labeled dyes intercalated with DNA
and suggested that the smaller dyes may
have motion relative to the DNA.
The 1 9 F relaxation data for tRNA and
poly (A)
would not fit the proposed
model (21).
Subsequently, selective
19
F{ 1 H}
nuclear
Overhauser
effect
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experiments were carried out in which
the influence of strong irradiation at
selective proton resonance frequencies
on the 1 5 F resonance intensity was
examined.
The selective NOE experiments showed that dipolar coupling to
ribose protons, as well as the aromatic
drug protons, contributed to fluorine
relaxation in fluoroquine complexes
with tRNA and poly(A)
(21). In contrast, the structure of the fluoroquine
complex with DNA permitted dipolar
coupling of fluorine only with the aromatic drug protons as indicated by
these selective NOE experiments.
Fluorescence, uv-visible absorption,
and 1 9 F NMR spectroscopic studies of
the DNA, tRNA, and poly (A) complexes of
f1uoroquinacrine have been carried out
(107).
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(F1uoroqu i nacr i ne)
it was demonstrated that fluoroquinacrine intercalates with nucleic acids
just as its better known relative quinacrine.
The three ring system of
f1uoroquinacrine should permit interaction with both bases in the base pairs
19
of intercalated complexes.
F NMR
(see Figure 12)
measurements of Ti,
T 1 p o f f , R,
NOE, and linewidth were
made for samples in which all the drug
was complexed.
The data for the DNA
complex could all be predicted with a
T O of 3 MS and an internal motion correlation time of 2 ns.
Likewise, the
poly (A) complex could be described by a
ro of 0-5 MS and a T-x of 1 ns.
The
data for the tRNA complex,
however,
could not be fitted. Selective 1 'F{ 1 H}
NOE experiments with the tRNA and DNA
complexes of fluoroquinacrine showed
that the fluorine was dipolar coupled
to the adjacent aromatic protons in the
DNA complex,
but the tRNA complex
exhibited additional fluorine dipolar
coupling to ribose protons.
VI .

CONCLUSIONS

Although the ultimate goal of delineating all the types,
rates,
and
amplitudes of the motions in nucleic

15*.

acids and their complexes is far from
attainment, work from several research
groups has provided a glimpse of the
dynamic picture.
In summary,
NMR
relaxation results have shown that the
nucleic acid backbone is relatively
mobile with motions on the order of
nanoseconds in both the phosphodiester
and ribose moieties for either singlestranded or
double-stranded nucleic
acids.
The motions depend very little
on whether DNA or RNA is examined;
therefore, the overall conformation of
the nucleic acid does not govern the
local motions.
The local motions in
the backbone can be ascribed to puckering in the ribose ring and probably to
a rotational wobbling in the phosphodiester.
A limited amount of information does suggest that small variations
in mobility do exist from atom to atom
within the backbone.
It is clear that the base moieties
of nucleic acids also experience internal motions.
There is some suggestion
that this base
motion for helical
nucleic acids may be as fast as that in
the ribose and phosphodiester moieties.
However, other results suggest a bit
more restricted mobility in the hydrogen-bonded, stacked bases.
NMR relaxation data also indicate
that
double-stranded nucleic
acids
possess a motion in the microsecond
time range.
There is a strong possibility that this is a bending motion,
but possible torsional motions in the
helix may also be important.
Variations in the molecular motions
due to complex formation of the nucleic
acids is important from a biochemical
and pharmacological viewpoint.
There
is evidence that the fast (nanosecond)
motions of
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E
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Figure 1 1 .
T h e o r e t i c a l d e p e n d e n c e of the s p i n - l a t t i c e r e l a x a t i o n r a t e , nuclear
Overhauser
effect,
o f f - r e s o n a n c e r o t a t i n g frame s p i n - l a t t i c e r e l a x a t i o n r a t e ,
o f f - r e s o n a n c e intensity r a t i o , and linewidth for 1 9 F a t 9^.1 M H 2 .
T h e relaxation
p a r a m e t e r s w e r e calculated assuming t h e t w o - c o r r e l a t i o n time model p r e s e n t e d in
equations
10 and 11 with an internal m o t i o n c o r r e l a t i o n time T- and a n isotropic
slower
m o t i o n c o r r e l a t i o n TQ.
The calculations account for a contribution to
r e l a x a t i o n from chemical shift a n i s o t r o p y a s well a s d i p o l a r c o n t r i b u t i o n s from t w o
p r o t o n s each at a d i s t a n c e of 2.6 A away from the f l u o r i n e .
The dipolar interaction is m o d u l a t e d by internal r o t a t i o n w i t h the a n g l e b e t w e e n a n F-H v e c t o r a n d t h e
axis of r o t a t i o n , a = I O 9 . 5 0 . T h e chemical shift a n i s o t r o p y 6 = 5 1 - 2 ppm, a s y m m e try p a r a m e t e r 77 = -1.27 ppm, a n d Euler a n g l e s 6 = 1 9 ° , 7 = 3 0 ° .
The off-resonance
NMR r e l a x a t i o n p a r a m e t e r s w e r e c a l c u l a t e d a s s u m i n g an rf field of s t r e n g t h 0.23
g a u s s a p p l i e d 5-6 KHz o f f - r e s o n a n c e .
T h e NOE c u r v e s e x h i b i t d i p o l a r c o n t r i b u t i o n s
o n l y . T h e v a r i o u s plots w e r e c a l c u l a t e d w i t h T O v a l u e s o f (a) 3 x 1 0 " 8 s, (b) 1 0 " 7
s, (c) 3 X 10-7 s, (d) 10-' s, (e) 3 X 1 0 " s, and (f)
ence (21) .
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10-5

s.

Taken from refer-
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Fluoroquinacrine

+DNA

+tRNA

however, that the nature of the interactions in the different protein-nucleic acid complexes varies.
Experiments with intercalating drugs
indicated that
the motion
in the
nucleic acid is strongly restricted in
the vicinity of the bound drug, but
relatively little restricted elsewhere
on the helix.
Other NMR relaxation
experiments indicate that small- and
intermediate-sized intercalating drugs
themselves experience a motion on the
nanosecond time scale as well as the
slower microsecond motion of nucleic
acids when drug-nucleic acid complexes
are formed.

Acknowiedqments
+Poly(A)

-3

-2

19,F

-I

Chemical Shift (ppm)

Figure 12. X'F NMR resonance at 9^.1
MHz
of fluoroquinacrine
free and
entirely complexed with poly (A), tRNA,
and DNA. The samples contained 10 mM
NaCl and 10 mM cacodylate, pH 7, in 10%
D2O.
The chemical shift scale is
relative to the free drug.
The phosphate-to-drug
ratios
are
10 for
poly (A), kO for tRNA, and 20 for DNA.
Taken from reference (107)•

nucleic acids are slowed about an order
of magnitude for nucleic acids in some
natural complexes with proteins, but
not in others.
It is definitely clear
from the NMR relaxation experiments,
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